
 
 

 

            Message from the 
 Chairman

 

   This was a period when activities were stymied
by the Pandemic. ASCON however continued
undeterred, arranging a range of high-level
discussions and dialogues on issues that are likely
to shape the development scenario of the NE of
India as well as broader geopolitical issues that
will have bearing on the regional development
agenda.
  We were privileged to have, in these discussions,
some of the top policy makers as well as prominent
intellectuals to shed light on the emerging issues
and to share their views on the way forward. We
were happy to have many bright young grass root
workers enriching the contents of the
GroundSpeak. AsCon Dispatch collates these very
interesting, meaningful, innovative mixture of
thoughts , ideas and information. 
  The compilation will help us to have a quick look
at the panorama of subjects covered. We hope it
will also help the policy makers to cull out some
essential action points and frame action around
them.

Mr. M.P.Bezbaruah, Chairman- 

Governing Council, Asian Confluence
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Dear Friends,

    Warm greetings from the Asian Confluence. It is
our pleasure to release the official newsletter of
Asian Confluence: "The Ascon Dispatch" for the
months of November 2020 to March 2021 at the
outset of this lunar new year. This day is celebrated
in various ways within India and the immediate and
extended neighbourhood: "Gudi Padwa" in
Maharashtra, "Navreh" in Kashmir, "Ugadi" In Andhra
Pradesh and Karnataka,  Vaisakhi in Punjab and
"Poila Baisak" in Bengal.  In  adjoining Bangladesh it
is celebrated as "Poila Baishak" and "Navvarsha" in
Nepal. It is also celebrated as "Songkran" in Thailand,
"Thingyar" in Myanmar "Chaul Chnam Thmey" in
Cambodia, & "Pi Mai" in Laos. These shared threads
of tradition and culture, that run deep within the
grooves of this continent, form the very basis of our
work here at Asian Confluence. While the challenges
posed by a second wave of the pandemic loom
large, it is also apt to take a momentary break and to
celebrate common traditions that bind us together.
We draw strength from their symbolism, as we reflect
on learnings from a difficult year passed and the
opportunities they present for us. In the last few
months, the Asian Confluence hosted several new
dialogues and released several publications.  We
also  curated several conversations as part of the
new "GroundSpeak" series that reflect voices from
the ground up. The "NADI Conversations" and the
"ASCON Conversations" reflecting various aspects of
the region being connected by shared waters and
shared ideas also continued. 
   Through this newsletter we recap various projects
and events organised by the team to engage in
research, dialogue and deliberations in the “Third
Space”. A special thanks to our Editorial Team of
Aishani Jaiswal and Alakh Ranjan in putting this
newsletter together and to all those who supported
our work and were part of it. 

Sabyasachi Dutta
Executive Director
Asian Confluence



Highlights 
 

Major Dialogues and Publications 

  Asian Confluence in collaboration with the Embassy of Japan, New
Delhi hosted the first India-Japan dialogue devoted to the development
of the North East. The one day dialogue was organised on the theme
"Development of North Eastern Indian Region: Indo-Japan
Collaboration for Connectivity, Commerce, Capacity Building,
Culture and Conservation" on March 05, 2021. The dialogue was
addressed, at the highest level by the Foreign Secretary of India, Amb.
Harsh. V . Shringla  and the Japanese ambassador to India H.E Mr.
Suzuki Satoshi. The aim of the seminar was to highlight the key
importance of Indo-Japan collaboration for developing of a secure and
prosperous North Eastern region of India, in the convergence of India’s
“Act East Policy”, and “Neighbourhood First Policy”, towards a vibrant
Bay of Bengal region and a “Free and Open Indo Pacific".

  In celebration of India & Bangladesh's relationship that is wide in
dimension and deep in shared values, in the “third space”, Asian
Confluence released a report "50 Years of Bangladesh: India
Bangladesh Ties: New Avenues and the way forward", in lead up to
PM Shri Narendra Modi's visit to Bangladesh, on March 23, 2021. A
webinar was organised along with the release which brought together
eminent voices from senior policymakers, academia, media and
industry. An Indo-Bangladesh Eminent Persons Group in the “third
space” was also announced. 

  The Indo-Pacific is an emerging narrative in the geo-politics of current
times. The Indo-Pacific Oceans initiative has also gathered momentum.
There is also a civilisational connect between nations of the regions.
Keeping this in mind, Asian Confluence is organising a series of
webinars on the cultural connect of the Indo-Pacific Connect. The
inaugural webinar of the series titled "The Evolving Indo-Pacific:
Revisiting the Civilisational Connect was held on February 24, 2021.
The keynote address was delivered by Amb. Dinesh K. Patnaik, DG,
Indian Council for Cultural Affairs (ICCR). It was attended by senior
scholars and academics 

Academy of Women Entrepreneurs|| Unlocking the
North-East || November 20, 2020

Opening Remarks: Monica Shie, Acting Consul General, U.S.
Consulate General, Kolkata
Special remarks: Marie Royce, Assistant Secretary, Bureau of
Educational and Cultural Affairs, U.S. Department of State, K. Moses
Chalai, Secretary, North Eastern Council, B. Paul Muktieh, Chairman
and Managing Director, North Eastern Development Finance
Corporation Ltd. & Jahnabi Phookan, National President, FICCI FLO

https://fb.watch/4GmdntVk7u/
https://www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details/india-bangladesh-relations-a-special-journey-and-the-way-forward
https://fb.watch/4Gm9caSyAp/
https://fb.watch/4GlT9rOtFh/


Conversations

Who controls the Water ?: Perspectives from the European
Union and South Asia || November 05, 2021

In conversation with: Kristensen Rai, Counsellor, Delegation of the
European Union to India & Dr Medha Bisht, Senior Assistant Professor,
Department of International Relations South Asian University, and
Kamilla 
Moderators: Mr. Volker Lennart Plan, Country head, Hanns Seidel
Foundation
 & Mr. Sabyasachi Dutta, Executive Director, Asian Confluence

Regional cooperation in South Asia, with particular reference to shared
water resources, is well acknowledged to be a required enabler for
inclusive and equitable growth of the region. In the European context,
cooperation within the EU has many takeaways and learnings in this
regard. Areas such as disaster management, urbanization, water
resource management, hydro-power development and Inland Water
navigation are areas which can benefit from holistic and inclusive
planning and the governance process. The EU-India water partnership
can also be a timely mechanism to foster learning and sharing between
the EU and South-Asia. This conversation brought in perspectives on the
range of these subjects 

Innovative ways of financing infrastructure, nurturing growth of SMEs
with smart management of big data can be a game changer regional
cooperation among the nations in the eastern South Asia extending to
the Indo-Pacific. The role of international institutions such as the ADB
working together with nations as well as multilateral set ups such as
BIMSTEC with bottom up cooperation from state governments and the
'third space' of academia and civil society could be a way forward. This
conversation addressed some of these topics.

Funding Infrastructure and Nurturing SMEs in Eastern
South Asia: The Way Forward || November 06, 2020

In conversation with Dr. Rajat Nag, Member, Governing Council, Asian
Confluence and Dr. Masahiro Kawai, Representative Director and
Director-General, Economic Research Institute for Northeast Asia
Representative 

  AsCon Conversations is a series of conversations curated by the Asian Confluence aimed to elicit the
topics of importance with experts who can add a more nuanced view of the subject at hand. Topics
covered include culture, diplomacy, neighbourhood, economy and soft power. In this period we continued
with the ASCON Conversation series.
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v29CGh_mcPk
https://www.facebook.com/512810072083924/videos/654158215459956


  Ground Speak is a platform for those whose voices primarily remain unheard and uncalled for. This initiative
seeks to bring up the narrative and establish a new normal wherein the realities of the ground become the
fundamental base for discussions and deliberations on grander stages. Through Ground Speak, Asian
Confluence has reached out to people such as grassroots entrepreneurs working with local craftsmen and
artisans and providing them with a platform to sell their products directly to potential customers both
domestically and globally. Apart from that, Ground Speak has covered several women entrepreneurs in North
East India who are running dynamic businesses and have established themselves as a substantial name in the
regional or state’s market. Thus, Ground Speak Season 1 has endeavoured to reach the grassroots to amplify
voices of budding entrepreneurs, social entrepreneurs, academicians and so on.

 

Dhruba Jyoti Deka
 Founder, Brahmaputra Fables, 

Assam

Sharmishta Nandi Paliwal 
Director and Co-founder 

Kid Veda Pre-Schools, 
Assam

 

Reena Mutum 
Coordinator, Manipur Women's 

Gun Survivors Network, 
Manipur

 Elizabeth Yambem
 Founder, Dweller Pvt. Ltd.

Manipur 

Sarika Ranee
Director, Cocoon, 

Meghalaya

Mitali Gogoi Dutta 
Founder, FoodSutra by Mitali,

Assam

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4u1tjpym5vQ&t=405s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QqSDZLOkvBc&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6JelY3T3Xc&t=627s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBzQQvh5Mko
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q16RCgxWl3g&t=427s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxWwO62v9g8&t=392s


Professor (Dr) Ravindra Kumar Sinha Vice Chancellor at Shri
Mata Vaishno Devi University, Dolphin Man of India
 Mr Manu Bhatnagar Principal Director, Natural Heritage
Division INTACH
 Mr Shyam Lal Singh, CEO and Chairman Planner India, Chief
Patron and Trustee at Ganga Seva Nidhi

  NADI (Natural Allies in Development and Interdependence) Conversations, is our on-going initiative, which
includes a series of webinars and lectures on the common theme to highlight the narrative of a celebration
of the common riverine and civilizational heritage of the nations and people in the Ganga Brahmaputra
Meghna (GBM) Basin.

Professor Vinod Tare: Founding Head Centre for Ganga River
Basin Management and Studies, Professor Department of Civil
Engineering IIT Kanpur
Dr Ritesh Kumar: Director at Wetlands International, South Asia

Dr. Sandeep Kumar Tiwari, Deputy Director, Wildlife Trust of India
Mr Soumitra Dasgupta, IFS, ADG of Forests (WL), Ministry of
Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Government of India

                                                        

Ganga the Perennial: Will it be Pristine Again? Session
1 || January 11, 2021

Animal Corridors & Infrastructure Development: Can
They be Balanced? An Overview || February 25, 2021

Ganga the Perennial: Will it be Pristine Again? Session 2
|| January 12, 2021

NADI Conversations - 2
Kindly click on the respective banners to watch proceedings

Ethno-botanical practices and conservation of endangered
plants in the North East: A Discussion || March 25, 2021

Professor Potsangbam Kumar Singh, Professor, Centre of
Advanced Study in Life Sciences, Ethnobotany and Plant Physiology
Laboratory,  Department of Life Sciences,  Manipur University
Dr Ashiho A Mao, Director of Botanical Survey of India, Government
of India

                                                        
Moderator: Dr Vincent T Darlong, Vice Chancellor, Martin Luther
Christian University, Shillong

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCvj9i9EAc8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MgQ0qkza-c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZD4z1a9JRbk
https://fb.watch/4HNahQad5X/


New Avenues of India-Nepal Relations : The Way
Forward || December 21, 2020

Opening Address: T.B Subba, Vice Chancellor, Sikkim University,
Member-Governing Council, Asian Confluence
Moderator:  Dr Hari Bansh Jha, Executive Director, CETS  

Kindly click on the respective banners to watch proceedings

Webinars

Bangladesh - India Relations: New Dimensions and
Opportunities, Perspectives in the Third Space||
December 15, 2020

Opening Addresses: H.E. Mr. Vikram Doraiswamy, High
Commissioner, Indian High Commission, Dhaka & H.E. Mr. Md.
Shahriar Alam, MP, Minister of State, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(MOFA), Bangladesh
Session 2 Chair: Amb. Pinak Ranjan Chakraborty, Formerly
Secretary (ER), MEA and Indian High Commissioner to Bangladesh

  In the last few months, we hosted several webinars scoping for ideas to strengthen India’s voice in
multilateral cooperation at a time when collaborative regional multilateralism is needed the most We
covered a lot of ground across the Bay of Bengal, BBIN, BIMSTEC, ASEAN and the SAARC region.

India-Japan Third Space Dialogue || February 16, 2021

 Moderators: Sabyasachi Dutta, Executive Director, Asian
Confluence & Tsutomu Sato, Chapter Head, Asian Confluence,
Japan
 

 50 Years of Bangladesh: India Bangladesh Ties: New
Avenues and the way forward || March 23, 2021

Chief Guest: Dr. Mashiur Rahman, Economic Advisor to the Prime
Minister of Bangladesh
Chair: Amb Rajiv Bhatia, Member, Governing Council, Asian
Confluence & Distinguished Fellow, Gateway House India
Special Address: Md. Shahidul Haque, Former Foreign Secretary of
Bangladesh
Panel: Dr Prabir De, Economist, Asean India Center, New Delhi, Mr
Gautam Lahiri, Journalist, Bangladesh, Dr Smruti S Pattanaik,
Research Fellow, MP-IDSA, Prof Mustafizur Rahman, Distinguished
Fellow, Centre for Policy Dialogue

https://fb.watch/4GlQm7lI0n/
https://www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details/new-avenues-of-india-nepal-relations-the-way-forward
https://fb.watch/4GmgSr_sCr/


  The project is a joint initiative between Asian Confluence and
Meghalaya Basin Development Authority (MBDA) to gather evidence
on critical water resource management/conservation needs,
challenges and solutions in select locations across the state of
Meghalaya. Furthermore, the project aims to identify and build
capacities of ground-level institutions on sustainable conservation of
water resources and providing opportunities to promote community-
driven sustainable livelihoods hinging on tourism linked to water
resources, agri-horticulture and allied sectors, while adopting best
practices from the region and beyond. The project has completed the
primary survey of ground-level stakeholders in nine identified
locations in the state of Meghalaya to collect evidence, perspectives
and information on various aspects, including water resources,
forestry, agri-horticulture, tourism, fisheries, cultural nuances, the
culture and key stories from these identified locations. The evidence
and data gathered have been compiled in the form of a draft report
that captures the findings, themes and recommendations that
emerged from the primary survey. The report also includes location-
wise detailed Fact Sheets for each of the nine locations. The report
and its recommendations will be finalised with inputs and comments
from MBDA officials. 

Ongoing Projects

Building ground-up evidence, capacity and networks for sustainable action on
water and tourism in Meghalaya

  Asian Confluence is proud to launch the first-ever Academy of Women Entrepreneurs
(AWE) programme in India in collaboration with the U.S. Consulate General, Kolkata.. The
project aims to enhance and strengthen women entrepreneurship in the North East states of
India by connecting and training identified women entrepreneurs and building a network of
committed partners. Specific objectives include training 75 emerging women entrepreneurs
across five states of northeast India on business ideas, planning and communication skills,
fostering networks that will provide an access to peer-to-peer mentorship, business
partners, and scaling opportunities with businesses in the region and in the United States,
and providing specific hand-holding support, exposure and seed funding for pitching
business ideas by five (5) selected women entrepreneurs as pilot initiatives. The project is
envisaged as a starting point for further and deeper engagement around women
entrepreneurship and gender dimensions of trade in the region. The programme recently
completed a unique entrepreneurship course called Dream Builder for the women
participants from the five North-Eastern states of Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur,
Meghalaya and Nagaland. This course consists of 13 focused modules on entrepreneurial
subjects that are aimed to facilitate and strengthen their entrepreneurial skills and provide
them with tools to further their business ideas. Given the pandemic related restrictions the
course was conducted virtually with experts doing mentoring sessions and classes over the
internet. The programme is presently planning the in-person interactive sessions in each of
the five North Eastern states which are slated to be organised during March-May 2021.
Asian Confluence has been working for quite some time on creating a more nuanced
gendered space in the development agenda in the North East and the AWE programme will
be a crucial enabler to this end. 

Academy for Women Entrepreneurs (AWE) - Strengthening Women
Entrepreneurship in North East India

https://www.asianconfluence.org/projects-details/ecology-water-/building-ground-up-evidence-capacity-and-networks-for-sustainable-action-on-water-and-tourism-in-meghalaya
https://www.asianconfluence.org/projects-details/ecology-water-/building-ground-up-evidence-capacity-and-networks-for-sustainable-action-on-water-and-tourism-in-meghalaya
https://www.asianconfluence.org/projects-details/ecology-water-/building-ground-up-evidence-capacity-and-networks-for-sustainable-action-on-water-and-tourism-in-meghalaya
https://www.asianconfluence.org/projects-details/ecology-water-/building-ground-up-evidence-capacity-and-networks-for-sustainable-action-on-water-and-tourism-in-meghalaya
https://www.asianconfluence.org/projects/culture
https://www.asianconfluence.org/projects-details/connectivity-and-trade/awe-strengthening-women-entrepreneurship-in-north-east-india
https://www.asianconfluence.org/projects-details/connectivity-and-trade/awe-strengthening-women-entrepreneurship-in-north-east-india
https://www.asianconfluence.org/projects-details/connectivity-and-trade/awe-strengthening-women-entrepreneurship-in-north-east-india
https://www.asianconfluence.org/projects-details/connectivity-and-trade/awe-strengthening-women-entrepreneurship-in-north-east-india


Ongoing Projects

Building a Strong, Vibrant, and Culturally Connected Indo-Pacific
   Asian Confluence is implementing this project in collaboration with the U.S. Consulate,
Kolkata. The project aims to promote cultural dialogues and exchanges as the basic
framework for strengthening the partnership vision for the Indo-Pacific by spurring
policymakers, academics, civil society partners, and community leaders to generate
practical ideas on how their institutions can encourage a free, open, prosperous, and
inclusive Indo-Pacific region and also by creating greater awareness and dialogue on how
to promote peace and prosperity in the Indo-Pacific through the use of creative/cultural
products to trigger political and economic discussions. The project is at its inception phase
at present and is expected to pick up in the coming months. 

Regional Alumni Conference:  Promoting an Open, Stable, and Prosperous Indo-
Pacific

  Asian Confluence is implementing this project in collaboration with the U.S. Consulate,
Kolkata. The project aims to leverage and connect US State Department alumni from East
India, Nepal, Bangladesh and Bhutan to create a multi-disciplinary and multi-country
platform for exchange, networking and enhancing leadership skills. The initiative, which will
culminate with a one-and-half-day Regional Dialogue in Kolkata, is envisaged to enable
future collaborations among US State Department alumni from the region to further
entrepreneurship, gender inclusion and sustainability and in turn, strengthen the action and
discourse for an open, stable and prosperous Indo-Pacific region. Given the pandemic
situation and related restrictions in place, the dialogue had to be postponed from its
original date of March 19-20, 2020. It is now being organised virtually with a series of
virtual brainstorming sessions with alumni members from the region on key themes, as a
run-up to the main dialogue. These sessions are aimed at coming up with collaboration
ideas that the alumni can engage on, which will be presented during the final Dialogue,
scheduled to be organised virtually in end April 2021

https://www.asianconfluence.org/projects/ecology-water-
https://www.asianconfluence.org/projects/ecology-water-
https://www.asianconfluence.org/projects-details/connectivity-and-trade/regional-alumni-conference-promoting-an-open-stable-and-prosperous-indo-pacific
https://www.asianconfluence.org/projects-details/connectivity-and-trade/regional-alumni-conference-promoting-an-open-stable-and-prosperous-indo-pacific
https://www.asianconfluence.org/projects-details/connectivity-and-trade/regional-alumni-conference-promoting-an-open-stable-and-prosperous-indo-pacific
https://www.asianconfluence.org/projects-details/connectivity-and-trade/regional-alumni-conference-promoting-an-open-stable-and-prosperous-indo-pacific
https://www.asianconfluence.org/projects-details/connectivity-and-trade/regional-alumni-conference-promoting-an-open-stable-and-prosperous-indo-pacific


 The Bay of Bengal has long brought together communities,
cultures and countries and it is reclaiming its primacy in maritime
Asia. As such, its study has the potential to build bridges between
countries in the region as well as academic disciplines. This brief
looks at the rich past of the Bay of Bengal and underlines some
contemporary issues, which require more attention from
policymakers and academicians alike.

Reliving the Bay of Bengal in Our Time|| Rajeev Ranjan Chaturvedy,
Hon. Adjunct Senior Associate Fellow, Asian Confluence

Recent Publications

  India is conducting the world’s biggest and fastest Covid-19
vaccination programme. Over 300 million people will be
vaccinated by August. While 1.3 billion are looking to be
vaccinated, India has also launched its vaccine outreach through
an initiative called ‘Vaccine Maitri’ (Vaccine Friendship). The
sheer size, scale and swiftness of the programme has been
setting a terrific example of India’s selflessness and humane
approach and has been appreciated all over the world.

Mission Sanjivini: India’s Vaccine outreach ||
Rajeev Ranjan Chaturvedy, Hon. Adjunct Senior Associate Fellow,
Asian Confluence & Kingshuk Saha

  Tourism between India and Bangladesh has been limited
especially from the Indian side. To improve this situation, cultural
and religious tourism can be developed and promoted to attract
tourists from both countries It's important to realize that both
countries have a rich and diverse religious and cultural heritage.
The culture and religious tourism between India and Bangladesh
will increase people to people contact which will lead to better
understanding among the people about each other’s culture and
aid in generating cooperation among them. In this regard, three
religious circuits can be built across India and Bangladesh to
enhance its tourism sectors: Shakti Peetha circuit, Buddhism
circuit and Islamic- Sufi circuit.

India-Bangladesh Cultural Circuit: The Need of the Hour || 
Alakh Ranjan, Research and Program Associate, Asian Confluence

https://www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details/india-bangladesh-cultural-circuit-the-need-of-the-hour
https://www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details/reliving-the-bay-of-bengal-in-our-time
https://www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details/reliving-the-bay-of-bengal-in-our-time
https://www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details-full/reliving-the-bay-of-bengal-in-our-timehttps:/www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details/reliving-the-bay-of-bengal-in-our-time
https://www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details-full/reliving-the-bay-of-bengal-in-our-timehttps:/www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details/reliving-the-bay-of-bengal-in-our-time
https://www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details-full/mission-sanjivini-india-s-vaccine-outreachhttps:/www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details/mission-sanjivini-india-s-vaccine-outreach
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https://www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details-full/mission-sanjivini-india-s-vaccine-outreachhttps:/www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details/mission-sanjivini-india-s-vaccine-outreach
https://www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details-full/mission-sanjivini-india-s-vaccine-outreachhttps:/www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details/mission-sanjivini-india-s-vaccine-outreach
https://www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details-full/mission-sanjivini-india-s-vaccine-outreachhttps:/www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details/mission-sanjivini-india-s-vaccine-outreach
https://www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details-full/japan-diaries-value-addition-in-agri-produce-lessons-to-learn-from-japan


Recent Publications

  The rivers Sarayu and Falgu, both rivers of mythological and
religious importance, are a part of the Ganga Brahmaputra
Meghna (GBM) Basin. The rivers are intrinsically associated with
the major Hindu epic Ramayana. As in ancient times, they continue
to be just as important in the present-day scenario as also their
association with the cities of Ayodhya and Gaya respectively. The
reason for researching these two rivers is primarily because of the
growing importance of the river Sarayu in the current day context
associated with the building of the Ram Temple in Ayodhya, and
that of river Falgu which has always been important in Hinduism.
As represented in the Ramayana both the rivers though holy have
been cursed by Lord Shiva and Sita respectively hence making
them Holy Yet Cursed.

The Tale of Two Rivers Sarayu and Phalgu- Holy Yet Cursed ||  
Atreyee Bardhan Roy, Research and Program Intern, Asian
Confluence

Climate Change in the Sundarbans: Challenges and the Way
Forward|| Saranya Basu, Research and Program Intern, Asian
Confluence

  Sundarbans, the world’s largest mangrove ecosystem and also
one of the UNESCO world heritage sites, is a mangrove area in
the delta formed by the confluence of the Ganga, Brahmaputra
and Meghna rivers in the Bay of Bengal. The paper discusses
climate. change in the Sunderbans.

  Asian Confluence and the Hans Seidel Foundation are working a 
 project “Water Federalism 2.0” as a follow up to the conference
held last year on the same topic. An edited volume with
contributions from top experts in the field of federalism and water
governance is going to be released soon.

About Asian Confluence
  Asian Confluence is a Think Tank Institute and Cultural Center, headquartered in Shillong,
India. Asian Confluence as an institution aims to define and empower the ‘Third Space’
towards creating better understanding of the Eastern South Asian region in the larger
context of the Indo Pacific and East Asian regions keeping the North Eastern region of India
at the epicenter.

For more information log on to www.asianconfluence.org

@AsianConfluence@AsianConfluence@AsianConfluence@AsianConfluence

https://www.asianconfluence.org/publication-details/india-bangladesh-cultural-circuit-the-need-of-the-hour
https://www.asianconfluence.org/pdf/1592908300Policy%20Brief%2001.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2dS-E9l1EOnIEK9qXolxMyqkx509bnxlhanl9LR8OotVqIWl0W8SShgbQ
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